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The History of the Ukrainian Cossacks

Volume 3, Book 2, Part 2

The Cossack Age, 1654-1657
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Foreword

The Peter Jacyk Centre for Ukrainian Historical Research was established at the Canadian 
Institute of Ukrainian Studies, University of Alberta, in 1989. The Centre was endowed by 
Peter Jacyk of Toronto, who requested that the Centre undertake the translation of Mykhailo 
Hrushevsky’s lstoriia Ukraïny-Rusy {History ofUkraine-Rus *). Mr. Jacyk was an enthusiastic 
and dedicated supporter of the Hrushevsky Translation Project, and the Petro Jacyk 
Educational Foundation continues his commitment and legacy of support. The Project has also 
received support from the Canadian Foundation for Ukrainian Studies. Individual benefactors 
have undertaken the sponsorship of particular volumes. Numerous individual donors have also 
contributed to the funding of the Hrushevsky Translation Project.

The translation of volume 9, book 2 was funded by a grant from the National Endowment for 
the Humanities, Washington, D.C.

The publication of volume 9, book 2, part 2 of the History of Ukraine-Rus’ has been funded 
by a generous donation from the estate of Edward Brodacky (1926-2007), who settled in 
London, England, after the Second World War.
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X. The Galician Campaign of 1655. The Problem of Western Ukraine; Issues 
Relating to the Occupation of Belarusian Lands and the Ukrainian Emigration 
(Spring 1656) 1

Polish attempts to reach an understanding with Cossackdom and measures to provoke the Horde against 
it—the king’s proclamation to the Cossack officers and the rank-and-file Cossacks (1-2); the dissatisfaction 
of the Diet estates with the king’s promises (3); the Diet commission on the Cossack question (3 ^ ) ; the 
instructions issued to the commissioners in late June (4); truce conditions (5-6); Fedir Vyhovsky’s mission 
(7-8). The wretched state of the Polish army (8); efforts to seek the help of the Porte and the Horde (8). The 
Cossack government halts these efforts by diplomatic and military means (8-9); the Cossack mission in 
Istanbul (9); the Porte forbids the khan to fight the Cossacks (10-11), the khan insists on a campaign 
(11-12); the Horde moves against the Cossacks in August 1655 (13).

The march on Lviv and the beginning of the Swedish-Ukrainian alliance: news from the march—the 
hetman in Bar on 15 July (13-14); the siege of Husiatyn (14—15); the conflict with Buturlin (15); the 
Cossack army at Kamianets (15-16); a diplomatic mission from the Swedish king and György Rakóczi 
visits the hetman (17); negotiations with Rakóczi and both hospodars (18-19); the beginning of military 
cooperation (19-20); a Ukrainian-Swedish military convention (September) (20-21); Ivan Zolotarenko’s 
relations with the Swedes (22-23); Moscow manifests its claims to Belarus and Podilia—the tsar’s new 
titles (23-24); a history of the title of ‘Little Rus' and White Rus” (24—25); political repercussions of this 
manifestation (25-26).

In the vicinity of Lviv: the march from Kamianets (26); the capture of Iahilnytsia and Pidhaitsi (26); a battle 
at Horodok (27); the siege of Lviv (28); the hetman’s letter to the city administration (28); the first 
delegation from the city administration visits the hetman (29-30); discussions (30); the second delegation 
(30-31); the attack of 8 October (32); the hetman’s terms of surrender (33); further negotiations and an 
understanding (33-36); negotiations with Governor Krzysztof Grodzicki (36); the plan for a Cossack 
protectorate (36-37); the Cossack army departs from Lviv (37-38). The Cossacks in Lublin (38-39); 
reforms carried out to the benefit of the Ukrainian population (39); misunderstandings with the Muscovite 
voevodas (40-41).

Political differences and prospects—the question of submitting in the name of the tsar or the hetman (41); 
the Cossack officers’ plans (41). Relations with the Swedes (41—42); plans for a struggle with the Islamic
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world (42); the Swedes’ unfavorable attitude toward Cossack demands (43). Opportunism with regard to 
Poland (44); Stanisław Lubowicki’s mission (44-45); Bohdan Khmelnytsky’s fable (46-47); homage to 
the queen (47-48); Cossackdom’s political program (48). The Turkish mission of Shahin Agha (48-49); 
the khan’s offensive (49-50).

The renewal of the agreement with the khan at Ozema: Buturlin’s report (50); a Cossack diary (51); 
Jaskôlski’s report (52); Tatar accounts (52); the battle of Ozema (18 November) (52-53); its presentation 
by memoirists and historians (53-55). The hetman’s negotiations with the khan (55); their truce (56-57); 
the hetman’s meeting with the khan (58-59); ambiguities in the literature about the truce conditions 
(59-60); the actual nature of the agreement of 22 November (61-62).

The expedition to the Prypiat region of Polisia: Dmitrii Volkonsky’s account (62-64); the role of the 
Muscovite army (64); Polish reports (64-65).

Developments on the Belarusian front: Zolotarenko’s tactics (65); the expansion of the Cossack protectorate 
(66); the dissatisfaction of the tsarist government (66-67); Zolotarenko at the tsar’s headquarters in June 
1655 (67); his wishes and the tsar’s resolutions (67-68); the death of Zolotarenko (69); his ghastly 
funeral— legends on that subject (69-70); the significance of this loss for Cossackdom (70-71 ). Ivan Nechai 
as Zolotarenko’s successor— ‘colonel of Chavusy and Novy Bykhaü’ (71-72).

After the march on Lviv—Semen Polovets’s mission (72); Ivan Vyhovsky visits Vasilii Buturlin in Bila 
Tserkva (72-74); news dating from December (74); Buturlin’s messenger (74); an account by Paul of 
Aleppo (74—75); the disgrace and death of Buturlin (75-76). The January conference in Chyhyryn (76-77); 
a wedding at the hetman’s (77); the Chyhyryn meetings (77); the metropolitan’s news (77-78); news from 
the secretary of Romen (79). The problem of western Ukraine (79-80). The issue of the occupied 
Belarusian lands; Muscovite claims (80-81); the organization of Cossackdom in Belarus (81); the issue of 
awarding the Belarusian regiment to Nechai (81-82); differences of opinion with Muscovy concerning 
other issues (82).

Diplomatic prospects in early 1656: John Casimir’s return to Poland (82-83); his hopes with regard to the 
hetman and the khan (83); relations with the hetman (84); instructions issued to the commissioners in 
January (85); Vyhovsky’s letter of 1 February to Grodzicki (86-87); western Ukrainian plans (87). 
Relations with the Crimea; Mykhailo Makharynsky’s mission (87-88); the hetman’s letter of 22 January 
(88); Tokhtamish Agha’s mission (88-89); the hetman’s letter of 31 January to the khan (89); Cossack and 
Polish envoys in the Crimea in February (90-92). Relations with Sweden—delays with the diplomatic 
mission (92); letters of 11 January to the Swedish king and Hieronim Radziejowski (93-94); Daniel 
Kaluger’s mission to Chyhyryn (94); letters from the Swedish king in February (94-95); Kaluger and 
Samuel Grądzki in Chyhyryn in March (96-97). Relations with György Rakóczi II—his rapprochement 
with Cossackdom for operations in Poland (97); Istvan Lues’s mission (98); the hetman’s restrained attitude 
(99). Moldavian and Wallachian envoys (99-100); the hetman’s and Vyhovsky’s letters of April ( 100-101 ); 
Kaluger and Grądzki visit Rakóczi (101-3); Ivan Briukhovetsky’s mission to Rakóczi (103-4); Ferenc 
Sebesi’s mission to the hetman (104); Briukhovetsky is discharged (104-5).

Polish and Crimean relations from February to May: the missions of Stanisław Lubowicki and Jan 
Piaseczyński (106-7); Polish reports from Ukraine (107); the king relates the course of the negotiations 
(108-9); the hetman’s and Vyhovsky’s letters written to the king in March (109). Polish measures 
concerning the khan’s information (110-11); instructions to Jan Szumowski (111-13). Slibhan Agha visits 
the hetman (113); Cossack envoys visit the khan in May (114). Wawrzyniec Rudawski’s account of the 
situation (114-15); plans for the unification and complete independence of Ukraine (115).

Ukrainian-Muscovite tensions concerning the Belarusian question: Larion Lopukhin’s mission (115); 
conversations with the hetman from 6 to 12 April: Muscovite complaints about the Cossacks’ conduct in 
Belarus (116); the free and forced cossackization of the populace (117); torture by the Cossacks (118); the 
hetman champions Cossackdom (119-21). A proposal concerning the introduction of voevodas in Ukraine 
(121-22); the issue of a blockade of the Crimea (122-23); the question of the occupation of western 
Ukraine (123). The hetman’s claims in the matter of Ukrainian emigration (124). The issue of Ukrainian 
tavern keepers (125-26). An inquiry into the Belarusian affair—Antin Zhdanovych and Nikita Sivtsov
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(126). The mission of Dionysii Balaban (127). Lopukhin is discharged (127-28). Additional Muscovite 
complaints (128). Iakov Portomoin is dispatched to the hetman (129); his conversations with Ivan 
Vyhovsky on 15 April (129-30). Further Muscovite complaints about Ivan Nechai (130-32). Additional 
orders issued to Lopukhin (132-34).

The council on the Feast of St. George and current issues of Ukrainian politics: Vyhovsky’s account (134); 
the negative attitude toward Poland (134-35); the breakdown of negotiations—Krzysztof Tyszkiewicz’s 
letter to the hetman (136). Swedish and Transylvanian relations (137). Patriarch Nikon’s letter to the 
metropolitan (137). The replacement of the Kyivan voevoda—instructions issued to the new voevodas on 
1/11 May (138-39). An inquiry into the Belarusian affair (139^0); the rehabilitation of Ivan Nechai 
(141^2); the formal settlement of Muscovite demands and the de facto preservation of Belarusian 
Cossackdom (142).

Emigration and revolts: Muscovite tactics with respect to Ukrainian emigration (142-43); the hetman’s 
claims in connection with emigration ( 143^4); the danger stemming from it ( 144-45); the hetman requests 
the tsar to issue firm directives to the voevodas (145); the Muscovite government’s two-faced policy in this 
matter—correspondence about the T orets River tradesmen ( 145-46); the dynamic settlement of the Sloboda 
region by Ukrainian emigrants in 1655 (146). The hetman’s plans for a campaign against the Sloboda 
region to disperse the emigration ( 146-47). The ‘great revolts’ of the Cossacks ( 147); the uprising of Grisha 
Nebliadin (147); the hetman’s march to the Muscovite border (148). Rumors of Cossack revolts from the 
summer of 1656 (148^9).

XI. The ‘Muscovite Betrayal’ and the New League (Summer 1656-Spring 1657) 150
The negotiations in Vilnius and their reverberations in Ukraine: Muscovy’s truce with Poland and breach 
with Sweden (150-51); Moscow informs the hetman about this (151); the hetman responds with Ivan 
Skorobohaty’s diplomatic mission of 7/17 June (151); the instructions to Skorobohaty (152-53); Vasilii 
Kikin is dispatched with information (153); Roman Haponenko’s mission (153); the demands of the Host 
to be taken into consideration with respect to a treaty (153-54); the hetman cautions the tsar against an 
agreement with the Poles ( 154-55); his letter in this matter to Andrei Buturlin ( 155). The Cossack officers’ 
indignation at the treacherous conduct of the Muscovite government (156); the officers’ subsequent 
mentions of it in a manifesto to foreign states (157-58). Polish measures concerning an understanding with 
the Cossacks: the letters of Krzysztof Tyszkiewicz and Jan Leszczyński (158-59); Dionysii Balaban’s 
mission (159); the Poles simultaneously discredit the Cossacks in the eyes of Muscovy (159-60); in 
particular, they reveal Khmelnytsky’s relations with the Swedes and György Rakóczi II (160-62).

The actual progress of the Vilnius meetings (162-63); the Muscovite plan of demarcation (4 October) 
(163-64); Polish ‘drafts’ (164-65); rumors circulating among the Cossacks about the Vilnius negotiations 
(165-66); the Cossack officers’ meetings concerning them (166); Pavlo Ianenko-Khmelnytsky’s account 
(166); Ostafii Vyhovsky’s account (166); the documents of the Vilnius commission are received by the 
Cossack officers (167-69); Ostafii Vyhovsky on their impact (169-71); the hetman’s fury (170); the 
‘Muscovite betrayal’ (171). News in Moscow about this mood—the dispatch of Vasilii Kikin (171); a 
conversation with Ivan Vyhovsky in November (172). Ivan Fomin is dispatched (173); the hetman’s 
letter of 9/19 December to the tsar (173-74); Avram Lopukhin is dispatched (174); the order issued to 
him (175).

The Belarusian affair—the Muscovite government is disturbed by Ivan Nechai’s conduct (176); the master 
of the table Leontiev and the secretary Grigorii Bogdanov are dispatched to Nechai (176); Bogdanov’s 
encounter with Ivan Skorobohaty (177); Nechai ’s proclamations collected by Bogdanov ( 178-79). Nechai ’s 
hopes of preserving Belarusian Cossackdom (179); Bogdanov’s conversations with him (179); the tsar’s 
reproaches to Nechai ( 179-80); Nechai renounces his Cossacks (181); Nechai’s letters to the tsar ( 182-83); 
the tsar pardons Nechai ( 184); Belarusian Cossackdom is recognized by the tsar on 14/24 September ( 184). 
Nechai’s new conflicts with the voevodas (185-86); unsuccessful measures pertaining to Stary Bykhaü 
(186); ‘New Mahilioü’ at Lupalava (187); Stary Bykhaü surrenders to the hetman; the hetman’s report to 
the tsar (188).
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